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Abstract 

The purpose of this article is to present the 

ongoing project which is the compilation of 

the first digital Football dictionary in the Ser- 

bian language, as well as to demonstrate the 

application of OntoLex and associated mod- 

ules. The OntoLex-FrAC module for a football- 

specific dictionary includes information about 

frequency, attestation, and corpus usage. In this 

case, a domain-specific corpus was created by 

the name of SrFudKo, containing news articles 

about football in Serbian. Multi-word terms 

were automatically extracted from the Serbian 

corpus, then manually evaluated and classified 

as either sport or football-related. An inflection 

lexicon was produced and transformed into the 

OntoLex-Lemon format, Frequency informa- 

tion from the extraction phase was assigned to 

the entries. Finally, a few lexical entries were 

linked with the attestations from the corpus. 

1 Introduction 

This paper will use the expression "the language of 

football", as a reference to the terminology and spe- 

cialized expressions used relating to football. We 

are aware that this is not a language in a traditional 

sense, but rather a specific type of jargon belong- 

ing to the domain of sporting terminology. Said 

terminology includes terms such as goal, corner, 

throw-in, offside, etc. These concepts are essential 

for understanding and communication about foot- 

ball. Here are some of the terms used, related to 

football:! 

• Goal: fundamental scoring event in football, 

that occurs when a player successfully kicks 

the ball crosses the goal line of the opposing 

team, typically resulting in one point being 

awarded to the team that scored. 

!The definitions are adapted from UEFA dictionary 

https://www.uefa.com/insideuefa/dictionary/ and Wikipedia's 

Glossary of association football terms https://en.wikipedia.org, 
/wiki/Glossary_of_association_football_terms 
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• Corner: restart of play that occurs when the 

attacking team plays the ball from the corner 

of the field towards the opposing team's goal. 

• Offside: posifion where a player plays the ball 

more advanced than the position of the last 

player on the opposing team. 

• Foul: break of the rules of the game by a 

player making contact with an opponent. 

In addition to the use of said terminology and 

specialized expressions, there is a specific Writ- 

ing style, which emphasizes important events and 

moments during the match. Moreover, Journalists 

often use technical terms and match analysis, in 

order to explain tactical decisions and player per- 

formances. They also rely on statistical data and 

analysis for the sake of adding depth and context 

to their reports. 

To recapitulate, news articles about football use 

a specific language, crafted to provide accurate 

and informative reports about the sport. Shown 

here are examples of characteristic multi-worded 

expressions often used in articles about football: 

• Potentially dangerous situation: sifwafiom 

where the ball is near the goal and there is a 

strong possibility that the opposing feam may 

„ScoFre. 

• Effective play: feam's use of sound tactics 

and strategies, resulting in positive outcomes. 

• Strong play: sfyle of play in which a team 

employs physicality, often utilizing powerful 

kicks and high jumps, to gain an advantage 

over their opponents. 

• Best chance: siftuafion in which a player has a 

Javorable opportunity to score a goal, often re- 

sulting from a good position or a well-placed 

pass. 
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There are currently no digital terminological dic- 

tionaries that cover this area in the Serbian lan- 

guage, which is the main motivation for creating a 

Serbian lexicon of football terms and expressions. 

There is a traditional, analog dictionary (Miha- 

jlović, 2003) that covers four languages: Serbian, 

English, French, and Spanish. It is mentioned in 

the review of Serbian-Spanish dictionaries (Pejovic, 

2021), but its structure does not meet the require- 

ments of contemporary lexicography: lexical entry 

contains only translation equivalents. The number 

of terms and their selection are subjective, while 

the development of the dictionary was not corpus- 

driven. 

De Oliveira Chishman et al. (2015) discussed the 

relevance of the Sketch Engine software (Kilgarriff 

et al., 2014) to build Field-Football Expressions 

Dictionary?, a trilingual terminological resource 

based on the notion of the frame and on linguistic 

corpora. They described the analysis procedures 

to identify polysemic words and collocations in 

the corpus. Its building process involved, amongst 

other stages, the compilation of three comparable 

corpora for Spanish, Portuguese, and English. 

Bergh and Ohlander (2019) have shown that, 

over the past hundred years, football vocabulary 

has become more mainstream, while some football 

terms have formed a strong presence in the minds 

of fans. Thus, the language of football remains in 

a state of constant flux, responding to the develop- 

ments in and around the game. They conclude that 

due to its status and large media coverage of the 

*people”s game”, the English general purpose dic- 

tionaries are recognizing more of this footballing 

vocabulary as part of the general language. 

The language of sport has always been a field of 

rich specialized linguistic communication (Lipon- 

ski, 2009). Within sports, football is an especially 

important element of communication (Penn, 2016), 

due to the fact that in general human communica– 

tion, football represents a significant topic. Com- 

munication about sports is primarily carried out 

by the media in constant contact with their target 

group of readers — sports fans. The language of 

sports, especially in Europe, is primarily the lan- 

guage of football, which has therefore turned into 

a public discourse accessible to all (Bergh and Oh- 

lander, 2012). 

The language of sports and therefore of sports 

Jjournalism differs from other forms of expression. 

Žbhttp://dicionariofield.com.br/langselect 
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Compared to literary language, there are differ- 

ences in the degree of formality of expression and 

the style of presenting information. The use of 

collocations and idioms is present in the media cov- 

erage, which makes the articles seem much closer 

to the readers. 

In his research, Čudomirović (2014) analyzed 

how the media constructed the national identity of 

the Serbian National Team during the 2010 World 

Cup matches. The corpus used for analysis in- 

cluded 35 reports from daily newspapers in Ser- 

bia. His findings showed that the press constructed 

the Serbian national identity as both highly homo- 

geneous and self-focused, with an emphasis on 

achieving and maintaining unity within the nation. 

There are numerous examples of research in the 

field of football language worldwide. However, the 

most interesting is Kickfionary, a multilingual (Ger- 

man — English — French) electronic dictionary of 

the football language, that includes 1926 football 

terms, of which 599 are in English, 792 in German 

and 535 in French (Schmidt, 2009). The terms are 

structured into a hierarchy of scenarios and frame- 

works, which further include multiple concepts. 

Each word is illustrated with one or more example 

sentences from the authentic: written or spoken 

football language. 

The main goal of the Kickfionary project was 

to explore how the linguistic theories of lexical 

semantics, as well as corpus linguistic methods, hy- 

pertext technologies, and computational language- 

processing techniques, can help to create a lexical 

resource — better than, or at least different from, 

traditional analog dictionaries. Although primarily 

intended for humans, Kickfionary has also been 

used to create models for automatic text markup. 

Specifically, an adapted version of the frame seman- 

tic parsing model LOME was used to automatically 

label texts with frames and semantic roles accord- 

ing to the Kickfionary lexical resource  (Minnema, 

2021). 

Inspired by numerous works, our research ques- 

tion is the following: Is it possible to semi- 

automatically generate a list of terms and football 

expressions for the Serbian language? 

The Section 2 Materials and methods will firstly 

present the dataset, i.e., the corpus of texts used for 

the research, the usage and dictionary microstruc- 

ture, the methods of automatic extraction of terms 

and manual evaluation criteria, followed by a short 



outline of the OntoLex-Lemon? core model (Mc- 

Crae et al., 2017), a widely used vocabulary for 

modeling machine-readable dictionaries on the Se- 

mantic Web and as Linguistic Linked Open Data 

(LLOD), with extension Morph4 (Klimek et al., 

2019; Chiarcos et al., 2022c) and OntoLex-FrAC 

module (Chiarcos et al., 2022a, 2020). 

The Section 3 is dedicated to the results, where 

the typical examples for several observed syntactic 

groups will be shown. The Section 4 is dedicated 

to the examples of lexical entries published in the 

form of linked data following the OntoLex-Lemon 

and OntoLex-FrAC specifications. Ultimately, this 

study offers conclusive considerations and direc- 

tions for further research. 

2 Materials and Methods 

2.1 FudKo Corpus 

The srFudKo corpus is comprised of articles about 

football in the Serbian language. These articles are 

gathered from five Serbian digital news sites: B92, 

Blic, Mondo, Politika, and Sport Klub. The articles 

were automatically retrieved through various web 

scraping techniques, following the harmonization 

of the gathered structure, and the text was cleansed. 

Articles shorter than 3000 characters, sentences in 

other languages, and tables containing only numer- 

ical results were eliminated. The article titles were 

also analyzed, resulting in the removal of 130 du- 

plicate articles detected by their titles. They were 

then manually examined and removed. 

The corpus was prepared as a collection of ŽZML 

files, in which articles are marked with the fol- 

lowing structural labels: <data> - the basic el- 

ements of each document, <post> - published 

article, <dat e> - article date, <cit le> - article 

title, and <p> -– paragraph or text of the article. 

XML files are organized by year and by the por- 

tals from which they were downloaded, so 11,117 

articles are distributed across 37 files. 

Regarding the distribution across portals, Poli- 

fika is the most represented with 3257 articles. 

They are followed by Mondo with 2639 articles, 

B92 with 2514 articles, Sport klub with 1937 ar- 

ticles, and Blic with 770 articles (Table 1). The 

articles taken from the Politfika website cover a 

long period from 2006 to 2021, making this the 

largest partition. Sport Klub covered the years 2017 

to 2021, while Mondo covered the years 2013 to 

Šhttps://www.Ww3.org/2016/05/ontolex/ 

*https://www.Ww3.org/community/ontolex/wiki/Morphology 

Number of 

Portal Period Articles . Words 

Politika 2006-2021 3257 3.1M 

Mondo 2013-2021 2639 2.8M 

B92 2013-2021 2514 1.9M 

Sport klub ' 2017-2021 1937 1.6M 

Blic 2020-2021 770 0.7M 

Table 1: Articles distribution across portals 

2021. The B92 website was downloaded from 2017 

to 2021, and Blic was parsed for only two years: 

2020 and 2021, making this partition the smallest. 

The corpus was tagged with part-of-speech 

and lemma using a tagger: SrpKor4Tagging- 

TreeTagger for the Serbian language * (Stanković 

et al., 2020; Stanković et al., 2022) integrated 

into the 7XM tfool (Heiden, 2010). The tagger 

was trained on the manually annotated corpus Srp- 

Kor4Tagging”, which combines literary one-third 

and administrative two-thirds texts in Serbian. 

The corpus was annotated with two sets of part- 

of-speech tags: Universal POS and SrpLemKor 

(a set created based on the traditional, descriptive 

grammar of the Serbian language), and lemmatized, 

containing 342,803 tokens. The lemmatization is 

based on electronic morphological dictionaries for 

Serbian (Krstev, 2008; Vitas and Krstev, 2012), 

specifically on the derived distribution intended for 

tagging SrpMD4Tagging! (Serbian Morphological 

Dictionaries for Tagging). 

The TXM platform has proven to be very suc- 

cessful for corpus analysis, frequency distributions, 

and visual presentation. After filtering articles and 

cleaning the text, the srFudKo corpus contains 

10,100,553 tokens, of which 8,618,426 are words, 

and the remainder consists of punctuation marks. 

2.2 Dictionary Usage and Microstructure 

A sports dictionary of football can be useful for 

various individuals involved in the sport. They 

include players, coaches, referees, commentators, 

journalists, and fans who wish to enhance their 

understanding and communication in the realm of 

Shttps://live.european-language- 

grid.eu/catalogue/Id/0296 

"https://live.european-language- 

grid.eu/catalogue/corpus/0295 

Thttps://live.european-language- 
grid.eu/catalogue/Icr/0294. 
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football. This dictionary will also be used in NLP 

(Natural Language Processing) applications related 

to the football domain. 

Football players, both amateur and professional, 

can benefit from a sport dictionary of football, help- 

ing enhance their understanding of technical terms, 

rules, positions, tactics, and strategies used in the 

game. Thus it can help them communicate effec- 

tively with their teammates and coaches. This is 

especially helpful in the case of foreign players 

that do not speak the native language of their team- 

mates. Football coaches can also utilize this type 

of dictionary to reinforce their knowledge of the 

game and stay updated in the latest terminology. It 

can assist them in explaining concepts to players, 

designing training sessions, and developing game 

plans. 

Referees and officials responsible for enforcing 

football rules can use this football dictionary to 

ensure a comprehensive understanding of the terms 

used in the game. This helps them make accurate 

decisions and maintain consistency during matches. 

Commentators and analysts who provide match 

commentary or analysis can utilize a football dictio- 

nary to expand their vocabulary and improve their 

understanding of the game. It allows them to de- 

liver more informative and engaging commentary 

to viewers. Football journalists and writers can ref- 

erence a specialized sporting dictionary of football 

to ensure accuracy in their match reports, using 

appropriate terminology while discussing player 

profiles, match analysis, or tactical elements. 

Football fans who wish to deepen their knowl- 

edge of the sport can benefit from a football dic- 

tionary, which enables them to understand better 

match broadcasts, articles, discussions, and conver- 

sations related to the sport. It also enhances their 

overall enjoyment and engagement with the game. 

The microstructure of this football dictionary 

will include a range of information related to 

lemma (base word), inflected forms, examples or 

attestations, frequencies, multi-word expressions, 

and collocations. Here's a breakdown of each com- 

ponent: 

• The lemma represents the base, canonical 

form, and serves as the entry point in the dic- 

tionary. For example, in the football domain a 

lemma could be gol (goal) or udarac (kick). 

• The inflected forms of a lemma are impor- 

tant for Serbian as a highly inflected lan- 

guage. For instance, variations of the lemma 
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udarac could include udarca, udarcu, udarci, 

udarcima, udarce, etc. 

• The illustrative examples or attestations show- 

case the usage of the lemma in different con- 

texts. These examples demonstrate how the 

word is used in football-related sentences or 

phrases. 

• The multiword expressions, including fixed 

phrases, idioms, or collocations specific to the 

football domain will be included and related 

to its component words. 

• Word usage frequency indicates how com- 

mon or uncommon a word is within the foot- 

ball domain. Frequencies will be represented 

through numerical values, both in domain- 

specific football corpus and in the general- 

purpose Corpus of the contemporary Serbian 

language SrpKor2013 (Utvić, 2011; Vitas and 

Krstev, 2012), as illustrated through the exam- 

ples in the Section 4. 

• The term collocation refers to words that fre- 

quently occur together with a specific lemma. 

In a dictionary focused on football, colloca- 

tions can highlight common word combina- 

tions or phrases that involve the main lemma. 

The current focus is based on a monolingual 

dictionary. However, future research will include 

term translation equivalents in the target language. 

These would also provide corresponding phrases 

or idioms in the other language, allowing users to 

understand football-related expressions in both lan- 

guages. It is important to state that definitions are 

not part of the initial phase but are planned for the 

following phase. This is due to the fact that the 

initial phase is focused on automatic procedures 

that are already developed. For the definition ex- 

traction in Serbian, initial results are presented in 

(Stanković et al., 2021). However, the solution 

requires improvement and adaptation for this par- 

ticular case of use. 

Including multi-word expressions and their bilin- 

gual equivalents will enhance the dictionary”'s cov- 

erage of idiomatic and context-specific language 

usage in the football domain, helping users grasp 

the nuances and intricacies of the language related 

to the sport. 

The outlined micro-structure of the football dic- 

tionary aims to provide comprehensive information 
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about the lemma, its variations, usage examples, 

frequency of occurrence, and common word com- 

binations, allowing users to better understand and 

utilize football-related vocabulary. 

2.3 Terminology Extraction Approach 

The process of football terminology extraction 

from the corpus srFudKo included the following 

steps: 

1. automatic extraction of candidates, 

2. manual evaluation and classification, 

3. import to lexical database, 

4. export to other formats (DELAŠ for Unitex?, 

RDF  etc.). 

The statistical measure Keyness is used in the 

step of terminology extraction, for identifying 

terms that are significantly more frequent in the 

football corpus srFudKo, compared to the Corpus 

of contemporary Serbian SrpKor2013 (Utvić, 2011; 

Vitas and Krstev, 2012). The relevance and speci- 

ficity of a term within a football domain are cal- 

culated through the ratio of term frequency in the 

corpus srFudKo, as the target corpus, compared 

to its frequency in SrpKor2073, as the reference 

corpus. The terms with a high keyness score are 

considered to be highly relevant, distinct to the 

football domain, and thus can be used as potential 

candidates for the terminology lexicon. The key- 

ness function was applied to single-word lemma 

and multi-words extracted with various syntactic 

patterns (Krstev et al., 2015). 

Multi-word candidates are extracted from texts 

in their various inflected forms using lexical re- 

sources and local grammars developed for Ser- 

bian (Krstev et al., 2015) with patterns explained 

in Section 3. The lemmatization of extracted multi- 

word candidates, that is, their linking to one nor- 

malized form is of low importance for the English 

language. However, in terms of highly-inflected 

languages, such as Serbian and other Slavic lan- 

guages, this task can hardly be avoided, as each 

nominal multi-word unit (MWU)!" can have many 

inflected forms (from five to ten or even more) and 

ŠDictionnaires electroniques du LADL - Laboratoire 

d' Automatique Documentaire et Linguistique 

"phttps://unitexgramlab.org 

! 'We use the term mulri-word unit as a general term for 

MWE, collocation, multi-word term, or multi-word named 

entity 
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many of these forms (but usually not all) can, in 

general, be extracted from a corpus (Krstev et al., 

2015). 

The hybrid system called Srp-7E (Stanković 

et al., 2016) was used, which relies on the appli- 

cation of syntactic patterns and electronic Mor- 

phological dictionaries for the Serbian language 

SrpMD (Krstev, 2008) that contain both single and 

multi-word units, covering general lexicon, proper 

names, toponyms, encyclopedic knowledge, and 

terminology from numerous domains. 

Class names correspond to FSTs (Finite-state 

transducers) used for the inflection of MWUs be- 

longing to that class. For example, MWUs are 

composed of an adjective (A) followed by a noun 

(N), which concord in gender, number, case, and 

animacy, belong to the AXN class. The letter X rep- 

resents a component that remains unchanged when 

the MWU inflects. It can also denote a separator, 

like a space or a hyphen. The number preceding X 

indicates how many of these parts there are in the 

MWU, with 2X representing two uninflected com- 

ponents, one of which is a separator, 4X represent- 

ing four components, two of which are separators, 

etc. 

The most frequent syntactic structures, for ex- 

ample AXN, 2XN, N2X, N4X, AXN2X, NXN, 

AXAXN, N6X, AXN4X, 2XAXN, AXN6X, NSX, 

are implemented. In the Section 3 explanations 

are given, with examples for the most productive 

syntactic structures. 

2.4  „Ontolex-lemon and OntoLex-FrAC 

The use of the OntoLex-Lemon is increasing in 

terms of lexical resources in the web of data. The 

lexical entries (single and multi-words) from the 

football domain, extracted by the approach de- 

scribed in the Section 2 are represented using the 

OntoLex-Lemon. 

The morphological dictionary of multi-word 

units was produced using a multipurpose tool 

(Stanković et al., 2011), then transformed with a 

custom application, following the OntoLex speci- 

fications, and published examples (Chiarcos et al., 

2022b). The grammatical information, morpho- 

syntactic features about word forms were given 

by tag properties in accordance with the Lex/nfo 

vocabulary!!. 

The Section 4.2 presents the use of the OntoLex 

core module and the module for Frequency, Attes- 

!!https://lexinfo.net/ 



tations, and Corpus-Based Information (OntoLex- 

FrAC) (Chiarcos et al., 2022a). The information 

found in the corpora, such as attestations and fre- 

quency information of tokens (forms) and lemmas 

(lexical entries) that are automatically derived from 

corpora, are introduced following the OntoLex- 

FrAC specifications. 

3 Terminology Extraction Results 

The terminology extraction in this research study 

relies upon the results of previous research, both 

for building and using a terminology system, which 

includes data, application, and user-interface layers, 

covering different data and software technologies. 

The rule-based automatic multi-word term extrac- 

tion and lemmatization are first used in the domain 

of library-information terminology (Krstev et al., 

2015; Stanković et al., 2016). This data-driven ap- 

proach was used for raw material terminology (Ki- 

tanović et al., 2021), and corpus-based bilingual 

terminology extraction in the power engineering 

domain (Ivanović et al., 2022). 

The conversion of electronic dictionaries from a 

file system to a lexical database LeXimirka, based 

on the Lemon model has resulted in a robust sys- 

tem, that not only manages electronic dictionaries 

but also incorporates a connection with corpora, 

including results of systems for automatic - single 

and multi-word terminology extraction (Stanković 

et al., 2018; Lazić and Škorić, 2020). 

Figure 1 presents a web form with lexical en- 

try ufakmica ('match, sports competition') several 

parts: 

1. inflected forms with grammatical information, 

2. concordances in the selected corpus, in this 

case srFudKo, 

3. frequencies of inflected forms in the selected 

corpus for lexical entry of syntactic patterns, 

in this case, adjective-noun A (N) , where the 

noun is the current lexical entry, 

4. lemma frequencies, where in case of syntactic 

patterns, all components are lemmatized, 

5. links to multi-word lexical entries in LeX- 

imirka where current entry is one component. 

Before the extraction procedure was conducted 

as part of this research study, the football domain 

Was not specifically processed. However, the elec- 

tronic morphological dictionary already had a num- 

ber of terms related to the sporting domain. Us- 

ing the marker DOM=Sport, a total of 185 sim- 

ple words and 240 multi-word units were marked, 

belonging to the domain of sport. The seman- 

tic marker +Sport denoting sporting disciplines 

was assigned to four simple words and 13 multi- 

word units. After processing the football domain 

corpus SrFudKo in the Serbian language, some 

additional entries were prepared. A new marker 

DOM=Fudba1 was introduced for the football do- 

main. The list of candidates already in the morpho- 

logical dictionary was extracted using the keyness 

function and a new marker was assigned, based on 

annotations from two independent evaluators and a 

supervisor that resolved differences. The first au- 

thor was one of the evaluators, and she has nearly 

a decade-long experience in sports journalism, re- 

porting primarily on football and creating football- 

themed articles in multiple languages, which allows 

her to offer her practical expertise to the academic 

realm. The second evaluator is a dedicated enthusi- 

ast of football. 

As for the nouns, a total of 915 nouns that 

are characteristic of football and sporting articles 

were marked, while an additional 219 nouns were 

marked as belonging to the football domain (e.g. 

gol, fudbal, fudbaler, poluvreme, golman, mreža, 

penal (goal, football, football player, halftime, 

goalkeeper, net, penalty)). When it comes to verbs, 

there are 196 sports and 5 specific football terms 

(e.g. predriblati, uklizati, uštopovati, proklizati (to 

Jeint, to tackle, to intercept, to slide tackle)). 

Presented here are some of the most productive 

patterns: 

• AXN - an adjective followed by a noun; the 

adjective and the noun have to concord in all 

four grammatical categories; e.g. bela tačka, 

crveni karton, fudbalski klub, (penalty mark, 

red card, football club), 

• N2X - a noun followed by a non-inflecting 

word, usually a noun in the genitive or in the 

instrumental case; e.g. OFK Beograd, het-trik, 

FS Srbija, pleJ-aut, (OFK Belgrade, hat-trick, 

FS Serbia, play-out), 

• N4X - a noun followed by two words that do 

not inflect in the MWU: 1) A noun followed 

by a prepositional phrase; e.g. uzbuđenje pred 

golom, centaršut iz kornera, (excitement in 
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O _ h ps//lemirkajertehyrs/LexicalEntry/View?uid' 

Loxical Entry #38171 [Z ntups;//leximirka jertehvrs/LexicalEntry/Delaffejd=38171 – Profi 1 –, 

Ć hps//levimirkajertehus/LexicalEntny/Delaffeid=58171 
utakmica,utakmica.N:fp2q;fs1q 

'utakmicama,utakmica.N:fp3q:fp6q:fp7q, 

NOUN utakmice,utakmica.N: 
'Check in dictionaries: 

• showDRJ 
• showWordNet 
• show RSinonima 
• show Bi-lista 

utakmica ·J{l__ 

utakmici,utakmica.N:fs3q;fs7q 

utakmicom,utakmica.N:fs6q 

utakmicu,utakmica.N:fs4q 

q:p4q;fp5q:fs2q;fs5q:fw2q;fw4q [} concordances – Profil 1 – Microsoft Edge“| 

5 htpsi/lexmirkajertehrs/COP/NoskeFreqZ 

AO) 

• showHšR 

'Check in extemal dictionaries: Wiktionary [Ž Babelnet[Ž? Termirf Glosbir? 
Frequencies: 

• Top 500 most frequent in SrbCorp122M Corpus by D.Vitas, M Utvić (377 42 per millon) 
• Top 50000 most frequent in RucniKor Corpus by D. Vitas, C. Krstev, R. Stanković (4.37 per milion) 
• Top 10000 most frequent in BiKes_sr Corpus by (3.88 per million) 
• Top 500 most frequent in WikiKorpus Corpus by (341.56 per milion) 
• Top 100 most frequent in SrFudKo Corpus by (955.23 per milion) 
• Top 1000 most frequent in SrpKor2021 Corpus by (47 13 per millon) 

'Soarch corpora: |matomalika v 
• SrpKorpRGF 

lain lemma__V|Concordances&, Form FrequencesG, Lemma Frequencesc, 

'kvalifikacioni utakmica 663 WENNNN 

poslednji utakmica 360 WaME 

/,/' dobar utakmica 236 Bl 

- fudbalskiwtakmica 219 
evropski utakmica 189 

Sensos (1): 

1. +UPOS=NOUN+Event+DOM=Sport 

Domains: sport 
Properties: događaj 
s a component of: 

• teniska utakmica 
• trening-utakmica 
• fudbalska utakmica 

prijateljska utakmica 

• finalna utakmica 

—— paredni utakmica 155 fudbalske utakmice 69 

Figure 1: Panel from LeXimirka lexical resources management system 

Jront ofthe goal, corner kick); 2) A noun fol- 

lowed by two adjectives/nouns in the genitive 

case or instrumental case; e.g. ivica kaznenog 

prostora, utakmica visokog rizika, (edge ofthe 

penalty area, high-risk match (a match with 

potential for violence or disturbances)), 

AXN2X - a noun preceded by an adjective 

concurring in the gender, number, case and 

animateness and followed by a word that does 

not inflect in the MWU, usually a noun in the 

genitive or instrumental case; e.g. grupna faza 

lige, prvo kolo kvalifikacija, evropska kuća 

Judbala, (group stage of the league, first qual- 

ifying round, the Union of European Football 

Associations (UEFA)) , 

AXAXN - a noun preceded by two adjec- 

tives, concurring in gender, number, case and 

animateness; e.g. zimski prelazni rok, Svet- 

sko fudbalsko prvenstvo, centralni vezni igrač, 

(winter transfer window , FIFA World Cup, 

central midfield player), 

N6X - a noun followed by three words that do 

not inflect in the MWU: učešće u ligi šampi- 
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ona, udarac sa ivice šesnaesterca, borba na 

sredini terena, (participation in the Champi- 

ons League, shot from the edge of the penalty 

area, a battle in the middle of the field), 

• AXN4X - a noun preceded by an adjective 

concurring in the gender, number, case and 

animateness, followed by two words that do 

not inflect in the MWU or by two adjectives/- 

nouns in the genitive case or in the instrumen-– 

tal case: Svetsko prvenstvo u fudbalu, prvo 

mesto na tabeli, žuti karton zbog simuliranja, 

(FIFA World Cup, first place on the table, yel- 

low card for simulation), 

• 2XAXN - an adjective followed by a noun 

concurring all four grammatical categories, 

preceded by a word that does not inflect in the 

MWU:; FK Crvena zvezda, crveno-beli dres, 

crno-beli tabor, (FC Red Star, the Red and 

White jersey, the Black and White side), 

• N8X - a noun followed by four words that 

do not inflect in the MWU: udarac sa ivice 

kaznenog prostora, bod u borbi za opstanak, 
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(shot from the edge of the penalty area, point 

in the fight for survival). 

4 FudLe: Linked Data Lexicon 

4.L OntoLex Core Part of FudLe 

We illustrate the conversion of electronic dictio- 

nary entries with the term fudbalska utakmica (eng. 

football match), which is a competition between 

two football teams. In Serbian Morphological E- 

Dictionary (SrpPMD) of Compounds (Krstev and 

Vitas, 2009) in the form of DELAC (Savary et al., 

2007) the original dictionary entry is: 

fudbalska(fudbalski.A2:aefslg) 

utakmica (utakmica.N650:fslq) 

NC_AXN+DOM=Sport+Comp 

'The finite state transducer (FST) NC_AXN gen- 

erates the inflected forms for the morphological e- 

dictionaries of compound words, where NC stands 

for Noun compound and AXN dopicts adjective- 

noun compound, where the adjective concurs with 

the noun in its grammatical number, gender, case, 

and animacy. For the components that the FST 

inflects, it requires information about lemma (fud- 

balski and utakmica), the FST (A2 and N650) for 

simple component word and values for grammati- 

cal features (aefs1g and fslq). 

The grammatical features are: a – positive de- 

gree, e - form both definite and indefinite, f - femi- 

nine grammatical gender, s – singular number, 7 - 

nominative case, g - no consequence for animacy, 

q - inanimate. Most of the grammatical features 

are easily mapped to Lexinfo but the dilemma for 

their mapping was 1exinfo:otherAnimacy 

adequate for g – no consequence for animacy and 

for the forms that are both definite and indefinite. 

Here, we assume that the term fudbalska utak- 

mica is a multi-word expression, since it is in the 

SMD and it can be found in terminological dictio- 

naries. However, it can be treated as a collocate as 

well. By using the OnfoLex-Lemon vocabulary, we 

can declare that it is a (lexicalized) MWU with its 

specific meaning. 

A part of the LeXimirka  MS SQL Server 

database's data model, is shown in Figure 2, which 

displays tables for lexical entries and inflected 

forms, as well as components for multi-word units. 

Grammatical information is linked to the inflected 

forms through data categories and their values. The 

system is provided with metadata related to linked 

information between data categories in the Serbian 
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morphological dictionaries and the Lexinfo vocabu- 

lary. 

The following listing: presents an exam- 

ple of a multi-word unit, where the name: 

le_fudbalska_utakmica_220902 is composed of 

prefix le that stands for LexicalEntry, term fud- 

balska_utakmica and primary key 220902 from 

the table LexicalEntry from database LeXimirka. 

Similarly, prefix cm denote entries from the table 

Component and prefix fm denote entries from the 

table Form. 

:le_fudbalska_utakmica_220902 

a ontolex:LexicalEntry, 

ontolex:MultiwordExpression; 

ontolex:canonicalForm 

[ontolex:writtenRep 

"fudbalska utakmica"đdsr]; 

lexinfo:partOfSpeech lexinfo:noun; 

ontolex:sense 

[ontolex:reference <https:// 

dbpedia.org/ontology/FootballMatch>]; 

decomp:constituent :cm_fudbalska_20258; 

decomp:constituent :cm_utakmica_20259; 

rdf:_1 :le _fudbalski _78369; # lexical 

rdf:_2 :le utakmica_38171. # entries 

# component of cannonical form 

:cm_fudbalska_20258 a decomp:Component; 

decomp:correspondsTo :le_fudbalski 78369; 

morph:grammaticalMeaning 

[1exinfo:degree lexinfo:positive; 

lexinfo:gender lexinfo:feminine; 

lexinfo:number lexinfo:singular; 

lexinfo:case lexinfo:nominative; 

lexinfo: lexinfo:inanimate]. 

The inflected forms of single and multi-word 

units in morphological dictionaries are followed 

by a set of data category values. The majority 

of inflected forms have ambiguous grammatical 

interpretations. The following example presents 

typical instances of single and multi-word units – 

fudbalska utakmica. 

# inflected forms for adjective 

fudbalska:aefs1g:aefs5g:aemw2g:aemw4g... 

fudbalskoj:aefs3g:aefs7g 

fudbalskim:aefp3g:aefp6g:aefp7g:aemp3g... 

# inflected forms for noun 

utakmica:fp3q:fp6q:fp7q 

utakmici:fs3q:fs7q 

utakmicama:fs6q 

# multiword inflected forms 

fudbalska utakmica:fslq 

fudbalskoj utakmici:fs3q:fs7q 

fudbalskim utakmicama:fp3q:fp6q:fp7q 

The following example presents the first lexical 

entry – the adjective component fudbalski with a 
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# adjective fudbalski 

LexicalEntry ontol 
:le_fudbalski_78369 a 

:LexicalEntry, ontolex:Mord; 
ontolex:canonicalForm 

[ontolex:writtenRep "fudbalski"0sr] 
lexinfo:partOfSpeech lexinfo:adjective; 

:le_fudbalska_utakmica_220902 
a ontolex:LexicalEntry, 

ontolex:MultiwordExpression; 
ontolex:canonicalForm 

[ontolex:writtenRep 
"fudbalska utakmica"0sr]; 

lexinfo:partOfSpeech lexinfo:noun; 
:icm_fudbalska_20258 

ontolex:sense 

# component of cannonical form Foma 
a decomp:Component; 

decomp:correspondsTo :le_fudbalski_78369; F3 
morph:grammaticalMeaning 

[lexinfo:degree lexinfo:positive, 
lexinfo:gender lexinfo:feminine; 

ontolex:lexicalForm 
ifm_fudbalski_528' 
ifm_fudbalska_" 
ifm_fudbalskoj_52877 

[ontolex:reference <https:// 
dbpedia.org/ontology/FootballMatch>]; :gq 'Component I”D_•'imamm 

decomp:constituent 
decomp:constituent 

SenseProperties ı _fudbalska_20258; 

ı_utakmica_20259; 

rdf:_1 :le_fudbalski_78369; morph:grammaticalMeaning #aefs3g 

ifm_fudbalskoj_5287784 a ontolex:Form ; 
ontolex:writtenRep "fudbalskoj"0sr; 

38171. [lexinfo:degree lexinfo:positive; 
lexinfo:gender lexinfo:feminine;...]. 

rdf:_2 :le_utakmic, 
? 

DatCatValues 

Figure 2: MS SQL Server database diagram with tables related to lexical entries and inflected form 

sample of the inflected forms, accompanied by its 

grammatical information. It is followed by a lexi- 

cal entry ufakmica as the second component in its 

inflected form ufakmici. 

# adjective fudbalski 

:le _fudbalski _ 78369 a 

ontolex:LexicalEntry, ontolex:Word; 

ontolex:canonicalForm 

[ontolex:writtenRep "fudbalski"adsr]; 

lexinfo:partOfSpeech lexinfo:adjective; 

ontolex:lexicalForm 

:fm_fudbalski_5287777, 

:fm_fudbalska_5287775, 

:fm_fudbalskoj 5287784,... 

:fm_fudbalskoj 5287784 a ontolex:Form ; 

ontolex:writtenRep "fudbalskoj"asr; 

morph:grammaticalMeaning #aefs3g 
[1exinfo:degree lexinfo:positive; 

lexinfo:gender lexinfo:feminine;...]. 

# noun utakmica 

:le_utakmica_38171 a 

ontolex:LexicalEntry, ontolex:Word; 

ontolex:canonicalForm 

[ontolex:writtenRep "utakmica"đ0sr]; 

lexinfo:partOfSpeech lexinfo:noun; 

ontolex:lexicalForm 

: fm_utakmica_4569852, 

: fm_utakmice_4569854, 

:fm_utakmici_4569855,... 

:fm _ utakmici 4569855 a ontolex:Form ; 

ontolex:writtenRep "utakmici"adsr; 

morph:grammaticalMeaning #fs3q 

[1exinfo:gender lexinfo:feminine; 

lexinfo:number lexinfo:singuar;...J. 

The examples of inflected forms a in multi-word 

lexical entry fudbalska utakmica and form fudbal- 

skoj utakmici is given with its grammatical infor- 
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mation: 

:le_fudbalska_utakmica_220902 

ontolex:lexicalForm 

: fm_fudbalska _utakmica_2309936, 

: fm_fudbalske_utakmice_2309938. 

: fm_fudbalskoj _ utakmici _ 2309942, 

# inflected forms 

: fm_fudbalskoj utakmici 2309942 

a ontolex:Form; 

ontolex:writtenRep 

"fudbalskoj utakmici"dsr; 
morph:grammaticalMeaning 

[1exinfo:gender lexinfo:feminine; 

lexinfo:number lexinfo:singuar; 

lexinfo:case lexinfo:acusative; 

lexinfo:animacy lexinfo:inanimate]; 

morph:grammaticalMeaning 

[1exinfo:gender lexinfo:feminine; 

lexinfo:number lexinfo:singuar; 

lexinfo:case lexinfo:locative; 

lexinfo:animacy lexinfo:inanimate]. 

4.2 OntoLex-FrAC Part of FudLe 

The Ontolex Module for Frequency, Attestation, 

and Corpus Information (FrAC) is still under devel- 

opment and in this paper, we are relying on a Draft 

Community Group Report.!? Due to the potential 

changes in the FrAC model, the modeling exam- 

ples presented may be subject to modifications in 

future development. 

The auxiliary class : SrFudKo is defined to pro- 

vide convenient handling and shorter notation. Cur- 

rently, the version of the corpus srFudKo published 

https://github.com/ontolex/frequency-attestation-corpus- 
information/blob/master/index.md accessed 7.8.2023 
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in the noSketch engine (Kilgarriff et al., 2014) in- 

stance is managed by the Society for Language 

Resources and Technologies - JeRTeH, is linked.!3 

We introduce specialized sub-classes for the 

two frequency types: : SrFudKo_token_freq, 

for inflected forms frequency and 

: SrFudKo_lemma_freq for a total of all 

inflected form-frequencies of a lexical entry. Just 

to mention that in this case: the "token" can be also 

a multi-word unit. This represents a more compact 

encoding, as the data does not have to be repeated 

for each individual observable. 

# football corpus 

:SrFudKo a owl:Class; 

rdfs:subClassof [a owl:Restriction; 

owl:onProperty frac:observedIn ; 

owl:hasValue <https://noske.jerteh.rs/ 

#dashboard?corpname=FudKo>] 

:SrFudKo_token_freq rdfs:subClassof 

frac:Frequency, :SrFudKo, 

[a owl:Restriction; 

owl:onProperty dct:description; 

owl:hasValue "token frequency"]. 

# general language corpus 

:SrpKor2021 a owl:Class; 

rdfs:subClassof [a owl:Restriction; 

owl:onProperty frac:observedIn ; 

owl:hasValue <https://noske.jerteh.rs/ 

#dashboard?corpname=SrpKor2021>] 

:SrpKor2021 token_freq rdfs:subClassof 

frac:Frequency, :SrpKor2021, 

[a owl:Restriction; 

owl:onProperty dct:description; 

owl:hasValue "token frequency"]. 

Let us notice that absolute and relative (per mil- 

lion) frequencies from several corpora are available 

in the lexical database for (simple) words. Figure 

1 shows that the information about the frequency 

class: top 100, 500, 1000, etc. is available as well. 

It can be seen that the lemma ufakmica is in the top 

100 most frequent lemmas in the SrFudKo corpus 

with a relative frequency of 955.23 per million and 

in the top 1000 most frequent in SrpKor2021 cor- 

pus with a relative frequency of 47.13 per million. 

The absolute frequencies for the inflected form (to- 

ken) utakmici and lexical entry (lemma) ufakmica 

are encoded as follows: 

# inflected form frequency 

:fm utakmici_4569855 frac:frequency 

[a :SrFudKo_token_freg; 

rdf:value "3739"]. 

:fm utakmici_4569855 frac:frequency 

[a :SrpKor2021 token_freg; 

rdf:value "23055"]. 

# lemma frequency 

IŠhttps://jerteh.rs/ 
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:le _utakmica_38171 

[a :SrFudKo_token_fregqg; 

rdf:value "29479" | 

:le _utakmica_38171 

[a :SrpKor2021 token_freqg; 

rdf:value "138573" ] 

In terms of multi-word units, absolute frequen- 

cies are retrieved using the CQL (Corpus Query 

Language) expressions, while relative frequencies 

are calculated by dividing the headword frequency. 

The dilemma in terms of frequencies Was re- 

lated to the multi-word expressions frequency: 

whether or not the same property should be used 

SrFudKo_token_freq or it should be intro- 

duced the SrFudKo_mwe__freq. The possible 

solution may be the following: 

: SrFudKo_mwe_freq rdfs:subClassoOf 

frac:Frequency, :SrFudKo, 

[owl1:Restriction; 

owl:onProperty dct:description; 

owl:hasValue "mwe frequency"]. 

Furthermore, the frequencies are given for the 
multi-word inflected forms fudbalskoj utakmici and 
the multi-word lexical entry fudbalska utakmica. 

# mwe inflected form frequency 

: fm_fudbalskoj utakmici 2309942 

frac:frequency 

[a :SrFudKo_mwe_fregq ; 

rdf:value "38" ] ; 

frac:head :fm utakmici _ 4569855 

: fm_fudbalskoj utakmici 2309942 

frac:frequency 

[a :SrpKor2021 _mwe_freq ; 

rdf:value "495" | 

frac:head :fm utakmici _ 4569855 

# mwe lemma frequency 

:le_fudbalska_utakmica_220902 

frac:frequency 

[a :SrFudKo_mwe_fregqg; 

rdf:value "219"]; 

frac:head 

:le_utakmica_38171 

:le_fudbalska_utakmica_220902 

frac:frequency 

[a :SrpKor2021 _mwe_freq; 

rdf:value "2749"]|; 

frac:head 

:le_utakmica_38171 

The attestation example "Odavno na Banovom 

brdu nije bilo toliko gledalaca na jednoj fudbalskoj 

utakmici.", translated to English: "/f has been a 

long time since there were so many spectators at 

one football match at Banovo Brdo" is encoded 

by using properties frac:attestation and 

frac:quotation. t has been added manually, 

but automatizing the process is expected in the fu- 

ture: 

# single word inflected form attestation 

: fm utakmice_4569854 [ 
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frac:quotation "Gledao sam sve 

utakmice tih timova ."; 

frac:observedIn :SrFudKo]. 

:fm _utakmice_4569854 [ 

frac:quotation "Mi u ovoj vašoj 

utakmici, u vašoj trgovini, 

nećemo da učestvujemo .."; 

frac:observediIn :SrpKor2021]. 

# multiword inflected form attestation 

:fm_fudbalskoj utakmici 2309942 

frac:attestation [ 

frac:quotation "Odavno na Banovom 

brdu nije bilo toliko gledalaca 

na jednoj fudbalskoj utakmici."; 

frac:observedIn :SrFudKo]. 

:fm_fudbalskoj utakmici 2309942 

frac:attestation [ 

frac:quotation "Gospodo, ponašajte se 

pristojno, nije ovo fudbalska utakmica 

ı Ovo je parlament Srbije ."; 

frac:observediIn :SrpKor2021]. 

5 Conclusion 

The initial results of the ongoing activity in the 

creation of the Serbian language Football dictio- 

nary are presented, fully proving that it is possible 

to semi-automatically generate lists of terms and 

football expressions for the Serbian language. The 

corpus-driven approach is complemented by man- 

ual evaluation and classification of term entries. 

Current activities include 1) refining the produced 

data set through additional semantic annotation in- 

spired by the Kicktionary (Schmidt, 2009) project, 

2) automatic morphological inflection, which is fol- 

lowed by manual evaluation of the morphological 

classes for all new multi-word units, 3) refining the 

exporting procedures from the LeXimirka database 

to the ffl, 4) the automatic selection of good corpus 

examples, 5) including footballing terms” deriva- 

tion and variation, and ultimately 6) word embed- 

ding integration. We will follow the initiatives re- 

lated to the improvement of terminology modules 

for Ontolex and improve our resources according 

to new specifications. 
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